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Be Warned in Time

Secrets are sold to the highest bidder on the black market 
by the minute. Is your corporate know-how among them? 
Find out today.

Before everything burns
94% of all companies have security breaches often 

leading to data leakages or theft*. How much of 

your organisation is out there? What’s the pricetag 

of your client database? The only way to know for 

sure is by monitoring your online presence and the 

platforms known to sell information. 

Protect the credibility of your brand and assets. An 

early warning can make a vital difference. 

Remarkable how a 
service with no installation 
can bring the security level 
to new heights

IT consultant, Global healthcare 
company operating in 115 countries

Highest infection 
rate per capita**

1. Europe
2. Oceania
3. Asia
4. Americas
5. Africa

Germany
111.345

Italy
177.973

Brazil
136.909

UK
183.666

USA
314.741

India
1.579.634

Turkey
306.420

China
382.681

Egypt
163.915

Russia
170.936

Poland
140.599

Vietnam
945.903

Romania
153.873



Manage it beforehand
Nothing can get the board’s attention as quick as 

corporate data found roaming the Internet. With 

all the potential damage, brand reputation, public 

exposure and competitive advantage at risk you 

want to be best prepared.

Online brand monitoring is often overlooked or 

down prioritised but CSIS takes the lead to get you 

back in the driver’s seat. We constantly scoure the 

web for your brand and inform you when finding 

suspicious or damaging activity. From online copy-

cat sites and scam mails to dropzone information 

pools, we will find that which serves you worst and 

take it down. 

By using our Threat Detection service you gain 

control and directly reduce the risk of having to 

deal with a cruel newspaper front page.

Why CSIS?
Being the preferred partner of biotech companies, 

manufacturing corporations and financial institu-

tions for a decade, our highly qualified specialists 

develop unique solutions based on the current 

threat picture and concrete customer needs. With 

product installations in 70 countries, and data cen-

tres across three continents, we keep track daily of 

the IT criminals’ digital whereabouts and combat 

their crime. 

Shocking how much 
corporate information is 
found by monitoring parts 
of the Internet

CIO, Scandinavian customs 
and tax institution

Discovery timeline within Cyber-espionage***

*IT Security Risk Survey 2014, Kaspersky Lab. 
**Infections detected from 40 botnets and CSIS’ sinkholes on October 8, 2014. 
***Verizon 2014 Data Breach Investigations Report.
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P.O. Box 342465

Austin, Tx 78734

i	 +1 512 968 5094

Z	 marketing@itsechouse.com

a	 www.itsechouse.com
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